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These sonatas were written between 1975 and 2003 in a rather complex pattern of starts and 

stops, composition and disposal, editing and recopying. I wrote a solo violin sonata in the spring of 1975, 
and based my now-eliminated First Symphony based on its ideas; dissatisfied, I completely re-wrote it in 
January 1979, saving little from the original. I revised the first movement again in the spring of 1991 and 
the last movement in 2002. The second sonata came along in 1976, composed for Deborah Moreland’s 18th 
birthday as a two-movement work. I rewrote both movements in 1991, and in 2002 reversed their order and 
added a third movement written in 1991. (In addition, in 1975 I wrote a sonata for solo ‘cello or viola, but 
discarded it later.) 
 In 1979 I decided to write a total of 64 movements in 21 sonatas for solo violin, correlating each 
movement to a hexagram of the “I Ching”—not by using chance to determine things, as John Cage did, but 
just as a kind of unifying device and as an illustration of the nature of each hexagram. As I finished the 21 
sonatas, my arthritis became severe enough that I could no longer play violin, and the sonatas remained 
unperformed. 
 In 1991 I made an electric violin which I used for six months. It appeared that I was going to be 
able to play again, so I went back to work on the 21 sonatas, throwing out the weaker movements, rewriting 
those that had promise, and keeping the best as they stood. This made the new total of 16 sonatas with about 
a third completely new material. After this six month period I was no longer able to play, both physically 
and due to other complications. When I was forced to vacate my dwelling, my landlord threw away all my 

compositions that had been copied in ink. 
 There followed ten years where making music was not 
possible. In late 2001 and early 2002, I had a stable life studying 
physics at NCSU, an old piano, housing, and access to a 
woodshop. I made two electric violins, a 4-string and a 6-string, 
that I held like a cello, with an assistive device to hold up my 
bow-arm. I could only play for a limited time before it became 
too painful, but the new attempt at performance inspired me to 
rework once again my old solo violin sonatas, including 
arrangements for viola and 6-string violin. I bought a curved bow 
from Michael Bach, allowing for polyphonic performance. 
 By spring of 2003, it became clear that the arthritis was 
too advanced and my attempt at a return to performance had to 
end. 
 In November 2015 I was making a revision of the copy 
work and making an experimental arrangement for cello, when I 
realized that the eighth of the eleven sonatas had two weak 
movements. I kept only the middle movement, and made what 
had been #9, 10, and 11 the new #8, 9, and 10, with the old middle 
movement now the first movement of the new #8.  

 In February 2017, I decided to try again to play violin, with new instruments and adaptive gear. I 
arranged all the ten sonatas for 6 string violin. Note that there are significant differences with the 4 string 
version. I also made a new edition of the original sonatas. My health did not sustain this effort to play again. 
With contributions from several friends as I left Raleigh and retired from teaching physics at NCSU in May, 
I bought a fine 6 string violin made by Tom Reiter in the Czech Republic that arrived in early July, and for 
a few months could play about an hour a day. I lived in rural western Rowan County from May 2017 to 
April 2019, which was very positive for composition and peace of mind. I moved to Garner, North Carolina 
(next to Raleigh) in April 2019 into subsidized senior housing. 
 
Performance notes: Most of the movements in the 6 string edition have pedal indications. This signifies 
the use of a freeze effect (sound retainer) pedal, which many electric violinists will be familiar with. (The 
curved bow mentioned above is very rare, rather expensive, and takes months to master, but may be used 
if available.) The freeze pedal sustains the sound at the moment of depression, and continues that sound 
until released. Other notes played during this period will not be sustained and play normally. Thus the pedal 
indication is like the sostenuto pedal on a piano (not the sustain pedal), and should be interpreted in that 
manner if this is played on a piano. 
 The tuning is, from the bottom, F-C-G-D-A-E. 
 
 These 6 string violin sonatas will be dedicated to the first violinist to perform them.  
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